
 

“Forgive, Love, Unite”  
Let’s follow True Mother and revive our country, all 
together, united in heart.

Rome, Italy, 7. September 2014 
 
Report on two full days for the members of the Italian movement of the south (September 7th) and the north 
(September 14th), to convey True Parents latest directions and strategies to fulfill the “Vision 2020” Providence.  

 

 
 

round 60 members,  from Roma and Napoli, 
and 120 members mainly from Milano and 
Bergamo, plus all pastors, gathered to receive 

a broad report of the last National leader meeting in 
Korea, at the time of the anniversary of True Father’s 
Seung Hwa. 

“Forgive, Love, Unite” was the title of the speech 
given in the morning, based on True Mother’s word 
at the World Peace Center, Sun Jin Nim’ speech to 
the National Leaders, and the introduction of Rev. 
Kim Man Ho at the beginning of the NL meeting.  

In the afternoon, in the three sessions we went 
through the internal and organizational aspects of 
the main presentations given in Korea, on strategies 
and Tribal Messiah’s mission. At the end of each 
session we had a half and hour debate, in which 
everybody could feel free to comment, ask questions, 
give suggestions on the topic just presented.  

The last presentation and debate dealt with the topic 
of reforming the structure, activities and procedures 
of the entire Italian movement, with the intent to get 
closer to the heavenly constitution and the 

providential requests of this time. It was an on depth 
analysis of the real possibilities we have in Italy to 
support the True Parents’ centered effort to build a 
new culture in Italy and support the International and 
European providence.  

The participation was really large in quantity and 
quality, over the expectations, since we are coming 
out from some difficult time for various reasons, 
internal and external to the Italian movement itself. 
Once more the Italian members demonstrated their 
love for God and True Parents and their desire to 
follow “the Heavenly way”.  

It was so encouraging and uplifting! Everybody felt 
like going back to the missionary time in which we 
were all completely involved, heart, soul and body in 
the providential work. We have a strong desire to 
support now, focusing more on the Divine Principle 
understanding and teaching and reorganizing entirely 
our movement, especially involving the young 
members. Particularly wonderful was the 
participation of many 2nd generation members that, 
not only attended, but also participated actively to 
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the discussions, giving ideas and sharing feelings and 
hopes.  

One of the topic conveyed was about the importance 
to bring happiness to our families and conveying this 
happiness to the people, as a testimony of gratitude 
and love for the life we received from God and True 
Parents. This will be our main effort from now on. To 
many struggles, pains and negative news influenced 
our life in the recent past. We wanted to commit 
ourselves to a new life of joy in serving God, True 
Parents and the world, as a way of life, not only as a 
way to bring people on our side.  

We are all aware of the enormous potential of Italy 
as a country of witnessing, as it was in the past and 

we absolutely want to go even over the past results, 
by sharing a life of dedication and common love for 
each other, with passionate heart and joy.  

We concluded with a prayer and singing together 
“Tongil”, with much hope and a new family spirit.  

I’m very grateful to the Heavenly Parent and True 
Parents, for giving us the chance to be in such  
important position as Blessed central families, at the 
core of the providential effort of bring back all God’s 
children to the original place, while, on the same 
time, aware of the huge responsibility of being the 
“leaves that heal the world”. 

Giuseppe Cali  

 
 

 


